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Paul Kammerer was the most outstanding neo-Lamarckian experimentalist of the early 20th cen-
tury. He reported spectacular results in the midwife toad, including crosses of environmentally
modified toads with normal toads, where acquired traits were inherited in Mendelian fashion.
Accusations of fraud generated a great scandal, ending with Kammerer’s suicide. Controversy
reignited in the 1970s, when journalist Arthur Koestler argued against these accusations. Since
then, others have argued that Kammerer’s results, even if real, were not groundbreaking and could
be explained by somatic plasticity, inadvertent selection, or conventional genetics. More recently,
epigenetics has uncovered mechanisms by which inheritance can respond directly to environmen-
tal change, inviting a reanalysis of Kammerer’s descriptions. Previous arguments for mere somatic
plasticity have ignored the description of experiments showing heritable germ line modification.
Alleged inadvertent selection associated with egg mortality can be discarded, since mortality de-
creased in a single generation, upon repeated exposures. The challenging implications did not
escape the attention of Kammerer’s noted contemporary, William Bateson, but he reacted with
disbelief, thus encouraging fraud accusations. Nowadays, formerly puzzling phenomena can be
explained by epigenetic mechanisms. Importantly, Kammerer described parent-of-origin effects,
an effect of parental sex on dominance. Epigenetic mechanisms underlie these effects in genomic
imprinting and experiments of transgenerational epigenetic inheritance. In the early 20th cen-
tury, researchers had no reason to link them with the inheritance of acquired traits. Thus, the
parent-of-origin effects in Kammerer’s experiments specifically suggest authenticity. Ultimate
proof should come from renewed experimentation. To encourage further research, we present a
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“May my work fare better than its great predecessor writ-
ten by Mendel; may it find its useful application in sci-
ence and economy before the author’s death and before
the passing of many decades!”

- Kammerer ’11, p. 107

The Austrian Zoologist Paul Kammerer was probably the most
influential researcher of the early 20th century to defend the
inheritance of acquired traits. In this context, he conducted
several long-term experimental studies, the better known of
which concerned the common midwife toad, Alytes obstetricans
(Kammerer, ’06, ’09, ’11, ’13, ’19, ’24). These experiments re-
sulted in environmentally induced traits such as the presence of
pigmented nuptial pads on the forelimbs of males, a trait nor-
mally absent in this species. In 1926, it was found that the nup-
tial pads in one of Kammerer’s old fixed specimens had been
injected with India ink (Noble ’26). Kammerer denied fabricat-
ing his results, but his suicide shortly after was widely inter-
preted as proof of his guilt. For most of the 20th century, Paul
Kammerer became a symbol of scientific fraud. However, in
1971, the renowned journalist Arthur Koestler published “The
case of the midwife toad,” a book that pointed to important in-
consistencies in the fraud accusations against Kammerer. For in-
stance, too many renowned, well-qualified scientists had seen
the experiments in progress as well as specimens with nuptial
pads. Kammerer had provided photographs of histological sec-
tions of the pads, and an independent report described natu-
rally occurring nuptial pads in a wild specimen of midwife toad
(Kändler, ’24). Koestler argued that someone else could have
made the India ink injections, perhaps a well-intentioned lab
assistant had retouched the worn and faded specimen. Alter-
natively, one of his numerous enemies could have framed him.
Kammerer was, after all, a leftist Jew in the wake of Austrian
Nazism (Taschwer, 2016). An alleged framing was already talked
about in Kammerer’s own time, inspiring a 1928 soviet silent
film, “Salamandra” (albeit with names changed, and a fictitious
end with a triumphant Kammerer).

There are many savory historical anecdotes surrounding
Kammerer and the highly tangled incident of the faked nup-
tial pads. Unfortunately, after a near century, the entire case
has remained inconclusive to either discard or confirm fraud
(but see Taschwer, 2016!). A more interesting approach is the
scientific examination of Kammerer’s extensive published ex-

periments. The situation is perhaps analogous to detectives
finding a journal that describes numerous murders in great
detail: There are many opportunities to find out whether it
fits with reality or is merely a work of fantasy. If some of
the alleged data in Kammerer’s books and papers were en-
tirely extraordinary, beyond known phenomena or explana-
tory mechanisms, we would do well to remain cautious. If,
in turn, science offered experimental evidence that matches
Kammerer’s reports down to specific details, we should consider
a greater likelihood of their authenticity. In this regard, it is im-
portant to note that a great deal of what we currently know
about the effects of environment on inheritance has changed
significantly through modern tools of molecular genetics and
the recent “boom” in the field of epigenetics. Therefore, since
the late 20th century, the scientific background necessary to as-
sess Kammerer’s experiments has shifted considerably. Epigenet-
ics has uncovered several important molecular mechanisms by
which inheritance can be modified by environmental change.
From this perspective, the reexamination of Kammerer’s pub-
lished descriptions reveals important details, which have pre-
viously been overlooked, and which suggest that Kammerer did
not commit fraud: Rather, he may have made an important early
discovery of epigenetic inheritance.
The possibility of an epigenetic explanation was presented

7 years ago by one of us (Vargas, 2009), based on a popu-
lar book by Kammerer (’24). This proposal was criticized be-
cause it did not draw from Kammerer’s original papers in Ger-
man, and was claimed to have misrepresented the experiments
(Gliboff, 2010; Svardal, 2010), such that Kammerer would still
not deserve any special recognition (Gliboff, 2010). While these
works have brought important new data to the discussion, we
will clarify some aspects of their criticism that are incorrect
or irrelevant. Ultimately, the arguments for a possible epige-
netic mechanism not only remain compelling, but are actually
strengthened by the additional information found in Kammerer’s
original papers. Our intention, however, is not to write an ar-
ticle centered on responding to specialists. We wish to review
the entire subject step by step, in a way that is helpful for
a broad readership. We will therefore relaunch the entire case
for an epigenetic explanation in an expanded mode, includ-
ing a more detailed review of epigenetics, important new in-
formation on Kammerer’s experiments, and further discussion
of their historical context. Criticisms will be addressed along
the way.
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EPIGENETICS: A MODERN FRAMEWORK
The first step to properly discuss the midwife toad experiments
is to review key advances in the field of modern epigenetics,
including a phenomenological characterization of recent exper-
iments. One of the first problems that will be encountered by
those interested in epigenetics is that the word can currently
be used with different meanings, creating some controversy
about its proper application. The word “epigenetics” was orig-
inally coined by Conrad Waddington to combine “epi” (“above”
or “on top”) with the word “genetics,” while also resembling
Aristotle’s developmental concept of “epigenesis.” Waddington
used the term for the study of complex interactions among genes
and environment in producing the phenotype (Waddington, ’42).
Some authors follow this originally broad meaning to refer to
any nongenetic factors (environmental or physical) capable of
producing developmental variation, regardless of whether they
have a stable, inheritable effect. In more recent times, however,
the term epigenetics has been increasingly used with a more spe-
cific meaning, for the study of changes in gene expression that
do not involve a mutation but are, nevertheless, inherited after
cell divisions, in the absence of the signal or event that initiated
the change (Pearson, 2008; Skinner, 2011). This means changes
are stable throughout mitosis, and in multicellular organisms,
they may even be inherited through the germ line. In this arti-
cle, we will adopt the modern sense of the word and use the term
“preepigenetic” to refer to those analyses and accounts that have
not considered the recent molecular advances of epigenetics.
Modern epigenetics is arguably a branch of molecular genet-

ics. However, it uses basic experimental principles that were also
popular among the “neo-Lamarckians” of the early 20th cen-
tury. Organisms are exposed to an environmental stimulus that
leads to an altered phenotype. Then, it is observed whether their
progeny will develop the same altered phenotype, without ex-
posure to the same environmental stimulus. If so, the environ-
mental exposure may have induced a heritable modification in
the germ line of their parents. The altered phenotype may then
continue in further unexposed generations. The more genera-
tions it persists, the more stable is the germ line modification. An
impressive example of such transgenerational epigenetic inheri-
tance (TEI) is provided by recent experiments on parental olfac-
tory experience (Dias and Ressler, 2014). After being exposed to
an odorant, F0 mice were subjected to a stressful sound, learning
to dread this odor. They suffered structural modifications of ol-
factory neurons that express the odorant’s receptor and stressful
reactions to the odorant before the onset of the sound. Impres-
sively, the same structural modification of these neurons and
the same behavioral response to the odor were found in the sub-
sequent F1 and F2 generations, which were never subjected to
such training. Needless to say, the entire experiment smacks of
Lamarckism. Perhaps the only reason why the reality of these
experiments is no longer questioned is that we are now able to
study specific molecular changes that occur in the germ line in

response to the environment. For instance, in that experiment,
hypomethylation of the odorant receptor gene occurs in the F0
and F1 male germ lines, confirming the role of epigenetic alter-
ations in the inheritance of this induced trait.

Several molecular mechanisms are known to be involved in
TEI, including various types of noncoding RNAs, histone modifi-
cations, DNA methylation and hydroxy-methylation, and com-
binations of these mechanisms. Methylation and demethylation
of DNA at CpG sites is one of the better-understood mech-
anisms in modern epigenetics. Early advances on this topic
were achieved through the study of genomic imprinting (Reik
et al., ’87), a phenomenon underlying congenital diseases such
as Prader–Willi and Angelman syndromes. Deleted regions in
chromosome 15 can cause these syndromes, but affected peo-
ple were found with intact sequences (Nicholls et al., ’89). DNA
methylation in these sequences was uncovered as a mechanism
capable of silencing gene expression. Methylation of a sequence
can downregulate its transcription, and a methylated version of
a gene can become functionally equivalent to an inactive, reces-
sive allele (Nicholls and Knepper, 2001). The relevant sequences
for Prader–Willi syndrome are inactivated through methylation,
which normally occurs only in the maternal germ line. The allele
inherited from the father will provide for normal development.
However, sometimes a zygote will end up with both copies of
chromosome 15 inherited from the mother (uniparental disomy):
with both copies inactive, this leads to abnormal development
and Prader–Willi syndrome. Similarly, inheriting two copies of
chromosome 15 from the father results in Angelman syndrome.
In this case, another region of chromosome 15 is methylated
only in the germ line of the father.

Genomic imprinting or the selective inactivation of a gene in
the germ line of only one parent (mother or father) is found in
several epigenetic mechanisms (Surani, 2001). In a hybrid cross,
it produces a phenomenon known as “parent-of-origin effects”:
whichever the phenotype of the unsilenced parent will be domi-
nant in the offspring. Parent-of-origin effects have been known
from the very beginnings of genetics, and even prior, to live-
stock breeders. The cross of a donkey with a mare will produce
a mule, whereas the cross of a jenny (female donkey) with a
horse will produce a hinny—a radically different phenotype. We
now understand how these striking differences between mules
and hinnies depend on the sex of the parent. Genes of differ-
ent species are being differentially silenced in their paternally
or maternally inherited alleles.

DNA methylation is not only involved in genomic im-
printing, but also in general developmental processes of gene
regulation and cell differentiation. While all cells possess
essentially the same genome as the totipotential zygote, they
differentiate into specialized types (neurons, muscle, etc.) with
different genes being selectively silenced. One of these silencing
mechanisms is DNA methylation. Gametes are specialized cells
and therefore, in order to allow for a totipotential zygote, upon
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fertilization most of their specific DNA methylation marks are
erased or “formatted.” Imprinted genes are an exception (Surani,
2001). DNA methylation survives this formatting process, thus
directly affecting the somatic phenotype. Imprinted genes even-
tually do become erased in primordial germ cells (recruited from
somatic cells in the early embryo), which allows them to become
remethylated in gametes according to a male or female pattern
(Jirtle and Skinner, 2007). Genomic imprinting is an important
component of normal development, as exemplified by its dis-
ruption in Prader–Willi and Angelman syndromes.

Importantly, modern epigenetics has shown that environmen-
tal changes can alter DNA methylation in the germ line in a
way that is stable enough to survive both reformatting episodes
(zygote and primordial germ cells), thus being perpetuated for
several generations (Guerrero-Bosagna and Skinner, 2012). Ini-
tial experimental reports of TEI were made in rodents as a con-
sequence of gestational exposure to endocrine disruptors such
as diethylstilbestrol (DES) and vinclozolin. DES is an estrogenic
compound prescribed to women from the 1930s to 1970s to pre-
vent miscarriages and other reproductive complications. Later
observations showed that DES administration was associated
with reproductive defects in the offspring of these treated women
(Giusti et al., ’95). Experiments revealed that administration of
DES to pregnant rats during early postimplantation development
generated reproductive abnormalities of male offspring in the F1
and F2 generations (Newbold et al., 2000). These results led to the
suggestion that epigenetic alterations could be involved in the
emergence of these reproductive abnormalities and their trans-
mission to future generations. Nonetheless, epigenetic changes
in the germ line were only confirmed after experiments involv-
ing a gestational exposure to vinclozolin (Anway et al., 2005).
Vinclozolin is a fungicide with antiandrogenic effects broadly
employed in crops around the world (Wong et al., ’95). Initially,
increased apoptosis in spermatogenic cells was observed in the
direct (F1) offspring of pregnant rats treated with intraperitoneal
injections of the compound (Uzumcu et al., 2004). Follow-up
experiments revealed that this increased apoptosis in spermato-
genic cells persisted for the next three generations in the absence
of any further exposure (Anway et al., 2005; Anway et al., 2006a,
2006b). Changes in DNA methylation of the germ line were also
detected three generations after initial maternal exposure (An-
way et al., 2005; Guerrero-Bosagna et al., 2010; Manikkam et al.,
2012a).

Importantly, these experiments show parent-of-origin effects.
The transmission of the phenotype is sometimes associated with
the male germ line, while at other times with the female germ
line. For example, transgenerational effects induced by vinclo-
zolin were shown to be transmitted through the male germ line
only (Anway et al., 2005; Anway et al., 2006b), while transgen-
erational effects related to a developmental exposure to the pes-
ticide methoxychlor were primarily transmitted through the fe-
male germ line (Manikkam et al., 2014). Interestingly, germ line

transgenerational vinclozolin effects have also been described
in imprinted genes (Stouder and Paoloni-Giacobino, 2010), and
TEI combined with parent-of-origin effects has also been re-
ported in plants (Haun and Springer, 2008). In addition to vin-
clozolin and methoxychlor, transgenerational germ line epimu-
tations have been reported to derive from exposures to plas-
ticizers (a mixture of bisphenol A and phthalates), pesticides
(a mixture of permethrin and DEET), dioxin (the main com-
ponent of agent orange), jet fuel 8 (Manikkam et al., 2012b),
dichlorodiphenyltrichloroethane (DDT) (Skinner et al., 2013), and
dichlorodiphenyldichloroethylene (DDE, the degradation prod-
uct of DDT, Song et al., 2014). Furthermore, induced transgen-
erational phenotypes continue to appear in a third generation
(grandchildren of exposed parents) or further. In all cases, DNA
methylation and its stabilization may occur in the male or fe-
male germ line, depending on the environmental signal acting
as a stimulus, and the timing of exposure during the devel-
opment. The numerous case studies of TEI stem from a very
diverse sample of distantly related organisms, which suggests
the ubiquity and prevalence of these mechanisms (Jablonka and
Raz, 2009). Quite independently of the specific case of Paul
Kammerer, this set of scientific advances calls for a reexamina-
tion of the experimental work of the “neo-Lamarckians” in the
early 20th century. In itself, it suggests that the lack of evidence
was not a main reason for their historical “defeat” in academia.

PREEPIGENETIC ACCOUNTS ON THE MIDWIFE TOAD
EXPERIMENTS
Having reviewed the advances of epigenetics, many of which are
very recent, we now have the necessary perspective to discuss the
midwife toad experiments of Paul Kammerer, and can appreciate
the difference with their preepigenetic discussion.
The essential facts on the biology and natural history of nor-

mal midwife toads are well known (Stebbins and Cohen, ’95),
setting an undisputed background for discussing Kammerer’s
claims. The midwife toad is highly terrestrial for an amphibian,
even copulating and fertilizing its eggs on land. Unlike the more
aquatic lifestyle of its ancestors (San Mauro et al., 2004), the
midwife toad does not lay strings of fertilized eggs in the water.
Rather, after copulation, the male wraps the eggs around his legs
and carries them on land, which means they are exposed to air
during their embryonic development. Finally, during a visit of
the male into water, the tadpoles hatch and continue with con-
ventional amphibian development, although the larvae emerge
at a more advanced stage than related water-loving species.
Kammerer, who was a very talented herpetologist, kept and

bred midwife toads in terrariums and found that he could, by
manipulating the terrarium conditions, induce somatic and be-
havioral changes some of which were inheritable. The origi-
nal papers by Kammerer describing the midwife toad exper-
iments are found in several articles written in old-fashioned
German (Kammerer, ’06, ’09, ’10, ’11, ’13, ’19). For the larger
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English-speaking readership, only partial descriptions of Kam-
merer’s experiments have been available, mostly through
second-hand accounts. Inevitably, authors have tended to dis-
cuss only those aspects that they considered relevant, according
to the knowledge and conceptual tools of their time.
Until recently, Koestler’s (’71) book provided the most widely

known account of Kammerer’s experiments. Koestler described
how midwife toads were kept in an artificially overheated room,
where they had the choice to remain on land, or visit a basin
of water. Under these conditions, the toads lost their terrestrial
preference and spent most of their time in the water, even cop-
ulating and fertilizing their eggs in it. Eggs were laid directly
in the water and were no longer carried by the male. Only a
few (3–5%) of these ‘water’ eggs survived. These eggs devel-
oped into adult “water-breeding” toads that preferred copulating
in water and no longer took care of the eggs, even under nor-
mal, nonheated conditions. Kammerer continued to breed these
‘‘water-breeding’’ toads up to F6 generation. By F3 generation,
Kammerer noticed that ‘‘water’’ males were developing nuptial
pads during the mating season (upon reexamination, Kammerer
found that rudimentary nuptial pads were already present at F2
generation).
Koestler (’71, p. 43) passingly mentions in his book that

Kammerer “also made intricate cross-breeding and ovary-
transplant experiments, attempting to show that the hereditary
changes followed Mendel’s Laws, and to achieve a reconcilia-
tion of Lamarckism with Mendelism”. Another account specifi-
cally pointed out that “Kammerer back-crossed his midwife toads
and salamanders to unmodified individuals and produced hy-
brids more or less in Mendelian ratios. By Kammerer’s reason-
ing, this indicated that the acquisition of characteristics caused
Mendelian genes to form on the chromosomes” (Gliboff, 2006).
These hybrid crosses strike immediately as being crucial to assess
the plausibility of Kammerer’s experiments. However, the crucial
paper with Mendelian crosses of midwife toads (Kammerer ’11)
had appeared in the same rare journal that Gregor Mendel had
chosen for his discoveries, Verhandlungen des naturforschen-
den Vereines in Brünn, which ceased to be published in 1919.
Thus, no further details about them are found in preepigenetic
accounts on Kammerer’s experiments.

EPIGENETICS ENTERS THE KAMMERER “CRIME SCENE”
Intrigued by the possibility that Kammerer may have stumbled
upon epigenetic inheritance, one of us (Vargas, 2009) had ana-
lyzed a summary account of the midwife toad experiments that
appears in Kammerer’s book, “The Inheritance of Acquired Char-
acteristics.” This book was published in 1924 and was aimed
at a broad audience, having been translated to English (Kam-
merer, ’24). The book contains several aspects of the experiments
that were not discussed elsewhere, including a more detailed de-
scription of the Mendelian crosses between treated and untreated
toads. Here, Kammerer made an interesting observation:

“To be sure, a certain complication arises, inasmuch as the
dominant characteristic (i.e.) the one preponderant in all chil-
dren, and 3/4 of grandchildren, follows the father and, for this
reason, a change of dominance from the normal to the changed
form is to be observed, depending on whether a normal specimen
or a changed specimen plays the part of the father” (Kammerer,
’24, p. 99).

This “complication” (see Figs. 1 and 2) is a clear descrip-
tion of parent-of-origin effects, a detail that bears specific re-
semblance to currently known experiments like those described
above: Many combine TEI with parent-of-origin effects. The
book also provided other details left undiscussed by Koestler,
such as the fact that the eggs of “water-breeding” toads were
of small size. Also, the coat of eggs spawned in water would
swell into a thick gelatinous coat, impeding males from carry-
ing the eggs. In normal land-mating conditions, the coat of the
eggs becomes sticky upon contact with the air, helping the male
toads to attach them to their legs. Water eggs would also hatch
earlier as smaller sized tadpoles, which nevertheless grew faster,
becoming larger as adults than normal “land” toads. Yet an-
other crucial experiment was described: If Kammerer scraped the
eggs off the legs of normal land-breeding males, and then grew
them in water, the resulting toads had normal, land-breeding
behavior. As Kammerer pointed out, this excluded the possibil-
ity that the changed breeding habits were merely the result of
somatic phenotypic plasticity upon embryonic exposure to wa-
ter. Rather, they required altered breeding conditions of parental,
adult toads, conceivably modifying their germ cells.

The fact that parent-of-origin effects were not mentioned in
previous discussions is a good example of how modern knowl-
edge changes the focus on previously overlooked details. Indeed,
the possibility of an epigenetic mechanism for Kammerer’s ex-
periments has stimulated a reexamination of Kammerer’s origi-
nal papers in German (Gliboff, 2010; Svaardal, 2010), highlight-
ing important new aspects. The parent-of-origin effects have
now been confirmed with numerical detail of observed pheno-
typic frequencies (Gliboff, 2010). A very important fact that has
finally made its way into the English literature is that most sig-
nificant changes in the eggs did not occur over successive gener-
ations, but in successive breeding seasons of a single F0 parental
generation that was kept in the heated room at 25–30°C (Svardal,
2010). Egg survival of the ‘‘water eggs’’ was low in the first
breeding season (5–8%), but it increased with successive seasons,
until it was equal to the 90% survival of normal eggs. The eggs
also became increasingly numerous, smaller (with less yolk), and
with thicker gelatinous coat. Water-breeding behavior (mating in
water and lack of brood care) stabilized with successive breeding
seasons spent in the heated room (Svardal, 2010), such that upon
restoring normal temperatures (18°C), the toads would continue
water breeding for a greater number of breeding seasons. Im-
portantly, after some breeding seasons spent in the room, they
would produce offspring with inherited water breeding, who
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Figure 1. Kammerer’s hybrid cross using a modified male “water-breeding” toad and an unmodified (normal) female “land-breeding” toad.
Kammerer reported obtaining a result like that of a Mendelian cross, with dominance of “water-breeding” toads, which were 100% of all
toads in the F1 generation, and roughly three-fourths of all toads in the F2 generation. Note that the F1 are water-breeding toads despite
coming from eggs that grew on land, exposed to dry conditions. Likewise, the F2 generation includes one-fourth of land-breeding toads
from eggs that grew submerged in water. Drawings of the toads are taken from Kammerer (’10). N is for “Normal” and V for “Verändert”
(meaning “changed”).

presented this behavior under normal conditions. Inheritance
would also stabilize increasingly, such that offspring from the
later breeding seasons continued to display water-breeding be-
havior for a greater number of seasons at normal temperatures
(18°C). Offspring from breeding season 5 and onwards displayed
lifelong “water” reproductive behavior, and further inherited it
equally stabilized to the next generation of toads. These descrip-
tions point to increased behavioral stabilization and increasingly
stable germ line modification, upon repeated breeding seasons
spent under changed conditions, consistent with a largely epi-
genetic mechanism (Svardal, 2010).

A relevant detail missing from Kammerer’s (’24) book was the
conditions in which the eggs resulting from hybrid crosses were
raised. It was previously proposed this could have been deter-
mined by the male’s instincts, with eggs being exposed to air
when the male was a “land” toad, and water when the male
was a “water” toad (Vargas, 2009). Since then, it has been clari-
fied that the male followed the female into her preferred habitat,

where copulation occurred (Gliboff, 2010; Svardal, 2010). In the
case in which the male was a water-breeding toad and the fe-
male was a land-breeding toad, copulation occurred on land.
Since water males did not carry the eggs (having lost their egg-
caring instincts), the eggs remained abandoned on land, where
they grew exposed to dry conditions. Thus, the land instincts of
the female, rather than the male, determined the conditions in
which these eggs (the F1 generation) would develop (Fig. 1). In
the case where the male was a land-breeding toad and the fe-
male a water-breeding toad, copulation and egg laying occurred
in water. However, the land-breeding male always hurried to pull
the eggs ashore. The eggs, therefore, would grow exposed to dry
conditions, as a result of the male’s preferences (Fig. 2). It has
been argued that the male may have succeeded to bring the eggs
onto land only in one replicate, but could have failed to do so
in others (Gliboff, 2010). The other recent account provides no
comment regarding the exposure of these eggs (Svardal, 2010).
Clarifying this point is relevant, because the suggestion that
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Figure 2. Kammerer’s hybrid cross using an unmodified (normal) “land-breeding” male toad and a modified “water-breeding” female toad.
Kammerer reported dominance of “land-breeding” toads, which were 100% of all toads in the F1 generation, and roughly three-fourths
of all toads in the F2 generation. In conventional Mendelian crosses, one phenotype (water or land-breeding) should always be dominant,
regardless of parental sex. The combined experiments in Figs. 1 and 2 reveal a complication, since the phenotype of the male becomes
the dominant phenotype. This phenomenon is currently known as a “parent of origin effect” and is found in epigenetic mechanisms that
selectively inactivate a gene in only one of the sexes. Note that the F2 generation produced one-fourth of water-breeding toads, despite
coming from eggs raised under dry conditions. Drawings of the toads are taken from Kammerer (’10). N is for “Normal” and V for “Verändert”
(meaning “changed”).

these eggs were exposed to air (Vargas, 2009) has been presented
by recent comments as a fundamental misunderstanding of
Kammerer’s experiments. To assess this and other recent claims,
one of us (Q. Krabichler) has investigated Kammerer’s original
papers and translated the entire section of his 1911 paper about
the crucial Mendelian hybrid crosses, which we provide as a
supplementary document to this review (Supporting Informa-
tion File 1). We are therefore able to contribute to the discussion
with more relevant aspects of the experiments, as discussed in
Kammerer’s original articles.

NEW INFORMATION ON KAMMERER’S MIDWIFE TOAD
EXPERIMENTS
In Kammerer’s (’11) paper, a single replicate was fully described
for each type of hybrid cross (water male with land female,
land male with water female), while other replicates were only
described in summary form since, as Kammerer explains, “it

won’t be necessary anymore to report on them in every detail”
(Kammerer, ’11, p. 104; see Supporting Information File 1). For
the cross in which the male was a “land” toad, the summary of
other replicates mentions some variations, but makes no men-
tion of any failed attempts to bring the eggs on land. Nothing
like this is mentioned elsewhere in the article, either, despite the
fact that Kammerer would often comment on any abnormal-
ity, especially regarding breeding behavior. Thus, a straightfor-
ward understanding of Kammerer’s article is that these toads
succeeded in bringing the eggs out of the water, and the F1 gen-
eration was exposed to air during embryonic development, as
previously suggested (Vargas, 2009).

As mentioned above, in the hybrid cross with a “land” male,
all F1 toads developed land-breeding habits. Kammerer crossed
these F1 toads to obtain an F2 generation of eggs. This resulted
in three-fourths of land-breeding toads and one-fourth of toads
that had water-breeding instincts, despite all of them having
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spent their embryonic development exposed to dry conditions.
This is consistent with another experiment by Kammerer. Upon
taking the eggs from water-breeding toads and raising them on
land, this resulted in toads that still presented water-breeding
behavior (Kammerer, ’09, pp. 512–513; Kammerer, ‘10, pp.
18–19). As mentioned above, in a converse experiment, Kam-
merer took eggs from land-breeding toads and raised them in
water, obtaining land-breeding behavior. Both experiments dis-
card that breeding behavior could result from mere somatic plas-
ticity during embryonic development. It is worth noting that, un-
like breeding behavior, adult body size did show a direct response
of somatic plasticity (Svardal, 2010). The eggs of water-breeding
toads raised in dry conditions grew into normal-sized, water-
breeding toads, while the eggs of land-breeding toads raised in
water resulted in large, land-breeding toads. From these large
land-breeding toads, Kammerer bred yet another generation, this
time under dry conditions, to check if the increased body size
would be inherited. The result was a reversal to normal body
sizes (Kammerer dismissed a slight trend to the upper range of
normal size variation as “too unclear” Kammerer ’09, p. 501).

It has been argued recently that, through time, Kammerer pro-
vided partial and changing accounts of these experiments. Al-
legedly, the “controlling” experiment mentioned above (where
eggs of land toads were raised in water) was presented in early
papers as a successful transformation by water by focusing on
traits like body size. Kammerer would have then switched to pre-
senting this experiment in his 1924 book as the inability of water
exposure to change the inherited, land-breeding habits (Gliboff,
2010). The implication is that Kammerer would withhold cru-
cial results, casting doubts over his scientific ethos. However,
we found these claims to be unfounded. Kammerer had already
reported the persistence of land-breeding habits in 1906, 1909,
and 1913. In ’06, Kammerer had reported growing eggs of normal
land toads on soil under humid conditions (daily bathing them
in water), from which he obtained normal-sized toads with un-
altered breeding behavior (Kammerer, ’09, p. 500 [referring to
"Experiment number 3” from Kammerer, ‘06, p. 60 ff]). More-
over, in 1909 he reported similar results for eggs that were ei-
ther kept on water-saturated soil or completely immersed in wa-
ter (in the latter case, either taken from brood-caring toads and
transferred into water or accidentally lost by brood-caring toads
during a bath), obtaining toads with completely normal brood
care behavior (Kammerer, ’09, p. 490 ff; p. 501 [referring to
“Experiments number 2 and 4” from Kammerer, ’06, p. 58 ff
and pp. 69 ff]). These “controlling experiments” (in Kammerer’s
own words “Kontrollversuche”), which lead to unchanged breed-
ing behavior, are once again mentioned directly in at least one
other paper before 1924 (Kammerer, ’13, p. 161). In summary,
Kammerer always made it clear that a single embryonic expo-
sure was insufficient to modify reproductive behavior, which re-
quired adult toads to spend repeated breeding seasons in the
heated room.

It has also been argued that, according to Kammerer’s own
views, temperature was the sole factor capable of inducing
water-breeding and other heritable traits, whereas high or low
humidity would determine only somatic effects (Svardal, 2010).
In fact, Kammerer developed a more complex opinion, with a
key role for behavioral plasticity. No factor by itself, either heat
or humidity, could bring about the observed results. Kammerer
had set up another experiment with a heated room (25–30°C)
where the water basin was removed either entirely or during
the breeding season (Kammerer, ’09, p. 461 f.). In these condi-
tions, the egg strings would dry too quickly and become rigid,
but the toads would still attempt wrapping them around their
legs, even wounding themselves. When Kammerer provided the
toads with a wet patch of ground, this impeded the egg coat
from drying, and toads could continue with successful land-
breeding behavior, despite the high temperatures. These exper-
iments prove that high temperature by itself was insufficient
to make the toads abandon their land-breeding habits. The wa-
ter basin was required to make a successful transition to water
breeding. Additionally, Kammerer demonstrated that the same
results of his main experiment (i.e., induction of water-breeding
behavior) could be obtained if toads spent only breeding seasons
under heated conditions, spending the rest of the year under nor-
mal, unheated conditions: the only effect was a delay reaching
maturity (Kammerer, ’19, p. 329). This experiment demonstrated
that neither water nor heat needed to be continuously present.
Kammerer also reported yet another compelling experiment. Us-
ing toads that had already spent several breeding seasons in the
heated room, he initiated a separate breeding line that was al-
ways kept under normal, nonheated conditions (Kammerer, ’09,
p. 511 ff; Kammerer, ’19, p. 328). Inheritance of water breed-
ing persisted unweakened in the next generations; this in it-
self is an impressive result because of the stabilization of in-
heritance. Furthermore, in this line, too, nuptial pads continued
to become readily apparent from F3 generation onward, much
like the line of toads that were kept constantly under heated
conditions. This experiment demonstrated that nuptial pads
would make their late appearance despite F1 and F2 generations
having been spent in unheated conditions. Only the parental
generation was exposed to high temperatures. Importantly,
Kammerer reported that nuptial pads were inherited in true fash-
ion, rather than being a merely somatic response. Thus, it is not
straightforward to assume that heat alone was responsible for
heritable effects. It may be necessary, but not sufficient. In Kam-
merer’s own words: “Based on these ( …) results, however, it can
be concluded that in all breeding lines with ‘water eggs,‘ tem-
perature may very possibly only have been the trigger, and not
the factor which specifically determined the resulting changes.
These in fact should secondarily result from the learning suc-
cess: the morphological consequences and their inheritance only
occur, once heat induction has changed the breeding behavior.
The morphological phenomena are probably a result of the eggs
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being incubated in water instead of air; but the whole course of
events—initiated by the first step of relocating the reproductive
instincts into water and depleting them of brood care behavior—
subsequently occurs due to the regime of humidity and density
factors, and not anymore due to the temperature” (Kammerer,
’19, p. 329).
Taken together, our reexamination of Kammerer’s original pa-

pers has revealed important new aspects, which other recent ac-
counts had overlooked, despite providing many accurate details.
Of course, we are aware that our own review is not the ultimate,
decretory representation of Kammerer’s work, either. Instead, our
effort is toward encouraging continued translation and research
of Kammerer’s writings. No second-hand account, including this
review, can be considered a substitute for hundreds of pages of
original work.

JUDGING AUTHENTICITY FROM KAMMERER’S
DESCRIPTIONS: THE IMPORTANCE OF
PARENT-OF-ORIGIN EFFECTS
The data that have entered current discussion, combined with
a modern knowledge of epigenetics and inheritance, offer a
renewed opportunity to judge the feasibility and authenticity
of Kammerer’s results. An important part of doing this analy-
sis properly is that, at least initially, we must take Kammerer’s
descriptions at face value. This has been argued to be naïve
(Gliboff, 2010), but if scientific analysis alone is to uncover
any facts that are inconsistent or implausible, we cannot doubt
any data from the outset based only on a historical mistrust of
Kammerer.
In the light of modern scientific knowledge, we can confi-

dently state that Kammerer’s experiments do not contain any
phenomenon that cannot be explained by currently known ex-
periments and epigenetic mechanisms. This in itself provides
a strong alternative to the traditional belief in fraud. On the
other hand, the inheritance of acquired characteristics was a
clearly desirable result for any neo-Lamarckian in the early 20th
century. As such, the fact that Kammerer-reported success in
demonstrating this aspect would not specifically suggest authen-
ticity. More dependable evidence, however, is provided by the
presence of parent-of-origin effects, because in no way this was
an expected or desirable outcome. It did nothing to strengthen
any of the arguments of neo-Lamarckians in the early 20th cen-
tury, who had no theoretical reasons to link these phenomena.
Only in the late 20th century has it become clear how common
mechanisms such as DNA methylation underlie parent-of-origin
effects, genomic imprinting, and TEI. Experiments combining
TEI and parent-of-origin effects have only been published in
recent years. The presence of parent-of-origin effects is there-
fore the centerpiece argument for the authenticity of Kammerer’s
midwife toad experiments (Vargas, 2009). Failure to properly
acknowledge and discuss this point (as in Svardal, 2010) is a

glaring omission, especially if we are to discuss the possibility
of an epigenetic explanation.

TRUE, BUT IRRELEVANT? PREEPIGENETIC JUDGMENTS
OF KAMMERER’S EXPERIMENTS
While the parent-of-origin effects now provide the first argu-
ment from the experiments themselves to support their authen-
ticity, Koestler’s historical account of the events surrounding the
fraud accusations had already managed to convince many of
Kammerer’s potential innocence. However, a popular preepige-
netic opinion was that even if the experiments were real, they
were nothing truly out of the ordinary, even in Kammerer’s own
time. In the late 20th century, this view was represented in a
brief commentary about Koestler’s book penned by Gould (’72),
the great paleontologist and science historian. Gould attributed
the experimental results to a combination of somatic plasticity,
selection, and conventional genetics. According to Gould:

“He took hundreds of eggs from females and tried to raise
them in an unnatural aqueous environment. Only a few percent
survived (pp. 155–156). He then repeated this procedure over
several generations. In other words, in each generation he im-
posed a powerful selection for whatever genetic factors allow
an egg to develop successfully in water. His final population
differed markedly from natural ones in its progressive accumu-
lation of genes conferring success in aqueous habitats. Is it then
surprising that the nuptial pads-an aqueous adaptation-gained
expression where they had before remained latent?”

In this view, Kammerer never truly deserved consideration as
a groundbreaking scientist. It also allowed for comfort in the
thought that, despite the sad outcome for Kammerer, true ge-
nius was not overlooked, nor was the progress of science slowed
down. However, the reexamination of Kammerer’s descriptions
has now revealed that the selective process described by Gould
never took place. Egg mortality decreased through environmen-
tal modification, within successive breeding seasons of a sin-
gle generation (Svardal, 2010). Gould’s short commentary also
shows no consideration of the controlling experiments, hybrid
crosses, or parent-of origin effects. This suggests that, beyond
relying on Koestler’s account, Gould did not investigate any of
Kammerer’s own writings. In a similar vein, Baur, a contem-
porary of Kammerer, did not accuse him of fraud, but repeat-
edly argued the midwife toad experiments could be explained by
mere somatic plasticity (e.g., Baur, ’11), even after Kammerer’s
controlling experiments and hybrid crosses had been pub-
lished. Kammerer duly denounced these inexplicable omissions
(Kammerer, ’13, ’19, ’24).

More recently, it has been argued that Kammerer’s experi-
ments were not extraordinary to his contemporaries, and that
the fraud accusations were mostly a reaction to Kammerer’s hype
and sloppiness (Gliboff, 2010). For instance, it has been pointed
out that Kammerer’s contemporaries already knew about parent-
of-origin effects, and thus could not have been impressed by the
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experiments (Gliboff, 2010). This is clearly a misunderstanding.
Certainly, the parent-of-origin effects were not in themselves the
most novel or controversial aspect and were mentioned as little
more than a curiosity by Kammerer himself. They are more in-
teresting to us nowadays‘ scientists, with the hindsight benefit
of modern epigenetics, as a hint of authenticity in Kammerer’s
experiments. At the time, what was most impressive was that a
modified phenotype was being inherited according to Mendelian
rules. Kammerer interpreted this as environmentally induced “de
novo” formation of new alleles. It is disingenuous to argue that
such a possibility would not have been considered radical. How-
ever, in modern perspective, Kammerer can hardly be blamed,
since an epigenetically silenced gene can become functionally
equivalent to a recessive allele, and without molecular tools, they
cannot be told apart. Without knowledge of molecular epigenet-
ics, the experiments were indeed hard to make sense of, which
may have led to the fraud accusations (Vargas, 2009).

More realistically, Kammerer’s contemporaries offered a wide
range of reactions, including acclamation, dismissal, and flat-
out denial. The challenging nature of Kammerer’s results did
not go unnoticed to the influential William Bateson, creator
of the word “genetics” and one of the main rediscoverers of
Mendel’s laws. Bateson had a significant role in the fraud con-
troversy, since he publicly doubted the reality of the nuptial
pads in the famous journal Nature (Bateson, ’19, ’23), thus en-
couraging fraud accusations. Koestler incorrectly assumed that
Bateson was a staunch neo-Darwinist, persecuting Kammerer
for this reason (Koestler, ’71). In fact, Bateson (and other early
Mendelians) openly questioned Darwinian gradualism, as well
as the importance of natural selection (Bateson, 1894; Gould,
2002). Bateson had entirely different reasons to doubt the au-
thenticity of Kammerer’s experiments, namely, the nature of the
experiments themselves. This can be appreciated in a reveal-
ing commentary in Nature (Bateson, ’23) where he touches on
Kammerer’s (’11) paper of Mendelian crosses:

“The discoveries claimed by Dr. Kammerer are many and ex-
tensive. To geneticists, that regarding heredity and segregation
in Alytes ([Kammerer] ’11), which I called in question at the Lin-
nean meeting is the most astounding. But what I then heard and
saw strengthens me in the opinion expressed in 1913, that until
this alleged observations of Brunftschwielen [Nuptial pads] in
Alytes have been clearly demonstrated and confirmed, we are
absolved from basing broad conclusions on his testimony.”

Note that Bateson speaks of Kammerer’s article on hybrid
crosses of midwife toads as “astounding” to geneticists, and lead-
ing to “broad conclusions.” This suggests many geneticists in-
deed had problems with accepting the groundbreaking conse-
quences, causing them to doubt the facts as reported (Vargas,
2009; Wagner, 2009). Importantly, during most of the 20th cen-
tury, opinions often took a similar vein, alleging mechanistic
impossibility to reinforce the fraud accusations. Take this com-
mentary from 1975: “[ …] no biochemical mechanism (indeed,

no system of any kind) has been forthcoming to explain how
acquired characteristics change the genetic constitution […].”
Even direct testing by repeating the experiments was discour-
aged, since “no scientist should feel obligated to investigate a
theory that does not meet his interests or give promise of form-
ing the substrate for future investigation” (Aronson, ’75). Given
the advances of modern epigenetics, it is evident that such opin-
ions have now been rendered utterly obsolete. However, we must
keep in mind that this important shift has come about only re-
cently.

A REAPPRAISAL OF KAMMERER’S POTENTIAL
CONTRIBUTION
In stark contrast with preepigenetic accounts of fraud or ir-
relevance, the midwife toad experiments, if authentic, would
call for a reappraisal of Kammerer’s unfulfilled contribution to
early studies of inheritance. Kammerer’s discoveries were indeed
unique for his time. The midwife toad experiments combined en-
vironmental modification, Mendelian inheritance, and parent-
of-origin effects, without any necessity of employing selection.
Each phenomenon in isolation had certainly been reported, but
experiments combining all three were a novelty, and in re-
cent times, similar experiments have been considered important
breakthroughs. It is also worth noting that, for a long time, phe-
nomena like parent-of-origin effects were treated as exceptions
to the norm rather than important components of inheritance,
under the label of “non-Mendelian genetics” (West-Eberhard,
2003). During the mid-20th century, experiments that evoked
the “inheritance of acquired traits,” such as many performed by
Conrad Waddington, were considered within the boundaries of
conventional genetics, especially because they require selection,
which was viewed as playing the crucial role. No special mecha-
nisms of inheritance were thought to be involved. Truly impor-
tant implications have only been acknowledged recently, upon
the uncovering of specific molecular mechanisms that respond to
the environment, in experiments similar to those of the midwife
toad, which do not require selection. Perhaps Kammerer was able
to make these discoveries because of his particular intellectual
blend. He did not place much importance on selection (Kam-
merer, ’24) and combined the experimental principles of Lamar-
ckism and Mendelism, two largely opposed schools at the time.
These practices anticipated those of modern epigenetics. The ef-
fects of environmental modification are nowadays assessed in
hybrid crosses through deviation from expected Mendelian fre-
quencies. These may be good reasons to argue that Kammerer
deserves consideration as an early forerunner to this field.

PROSPECTS FOR NEW EXPERIMENTS IN THE MIDWIFE
TOAD
Despite compelling signs of authenticity, only new experi-
ments in the midwife toad can provide conclusive evidence for
the authenticity of Kammerer’s reports. Beyond the important
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consequences for the history of biology, these experiments
would also hold great potential for scientific advances. Cur-
rently, the better-studied experiments in TEI deal with patho-
logical phenotypes in laboratory rodents under largely artificial
circumstances, such as exposure to pharmacological doses of en-
vironmental toxicants. It has long been assumed that the same
epigenetic mechanisms should play a role in evolution, induc-
ing and inheriting phenotypes upon naturally occurring envi-
ronmental changes. In this regard, the midwife toad may pro-
vide an especially clear-cut opportunity to study TEI of adaptive
traits and its evolutionary implications.
While Kammerer’s contemporaries had reported being unable

to breed the midwife toad in captivity (Koestler, ’71), during the
1980s, the Mallorcan midwife toad Alytes muletensis (a close
relative with the same reproductive habits) was recovered from
an almost extinct population in the wild, bred in captivity with
great success, and reintroduced to its natural habitat, becom-
ing a classic success story in conservation biology (Buley and
Villavicencio, 2000). The Mallorcan midwife toad is small sized
and has a fast reproductive cycle, and thus seems ideally suited
to become a laboratory model species. The probabilities of suc-
cess look promising. Evidence for epigenetic mechanisms in am-
phibians has been available for some time, such as different phe-
notypes of frogs cloned from different somatic cell types, due to
different epigenetic modifications of the donor nuclei (King and
Briggs, ‘56), which is consistent with the role of DNA methyla-
tion in amphibian development (for instance, see Yakushiji et al.,
2007). Parent-of-origin effects in hybrid crosses of different toad
species (Elinson, ’77) have now led to evidence of genomic im-
printing in anurans (Michalak, 2014, 2015), against the com-
monplace notion that imprinting is only present in mammals
and angiosperm plants.
Importantly, the impressive body of work left behind by

Ryuichi Matsuda (1920–1986) amply documented responses to
environmental change in the developmental timing of amphib-
ians (Hall et al., 2004), similar to what Kammerer reported in
toads and salamanders. These responses are mediated by hor-
mones and are often inherited transgenerationally, which is in
agreement with the fact that endocrine disruptors initiate TEI in
a variety of organisms (reviewed in Guerrero-Bosagna, 2015).
In the light of modern knowledge, we offer a hypotheti-

cal model illustrating how epigenetic mechanisms could ex-
plain Kammerer’s results for breeding behavior, his main trait
of analysis. We provide this model as a supplementary file to
this review (Supporting Information File 2). Of course, with
absolutely no molecular data, any model of specific mecha-
nisms remains highly speculative. On the other hand, produc-
ing hypotheses with only partial information is a crucial part
of the scientific process: confirmation or correction leads to
advances. It is also important to clarify that the fact that we
can propose a hypothetical model is far from producing actual
proof of authenticity. Conversely, if upon rechecking Kammerer’s

extensive descriptions we find some aspect of the model is
wrong, this does not mean that the experiments are “inexplica-
ble”, especially if the model is easily corrected. The truly crucial
point is to replicate the experiments. If this is achieved, and the
underlying mechanisms are unraveled, it is of little importance
whether early hypothetical models were correct or not. At this
point, the value of producing a hypothetical model is not to ar-
gue for or against authenticity, but to stimulate further research,
not only of Kammerer’s extensive writings, but in experimental
approaches, by providing a set of testable assumptions. Modern
molecular tools would allow for quick assessment of epigenetic
mechanisms, without the need of replicating the longer, trans-
generational experiments of Kammerer. Within a single genera-
tion, the epigenomes of the germ cells of control versus treated
individuals can be compared to assess for any difference in epi-
genetic markings. Also, the parent-of-origin effects described by
Kammerer suggest that, asides from environmental conditions,
paternal or maternal inheritance of alleles should be crucial for
the epigenetic status of genes involved. We hope our hypotheti-
cal model is encouraging, since we believe our assumptions pro-
vide a convincing interpretation for several of Kammerer’s key
experiments.

CONCLUSION: MOVING AWAY FROM CULTURAL
WARFARE AND CLOSER TO SCIENCE
Until this day, many biologists display knee-jerk reactions to any
association with Lamarck or the “inheritance of acquired traits.”
In contrast, during the early 20th century, many important re-
searchers often referred to Lamarck in a positive light, hav-
ing been labelled collectively as “neo-Lamarckians.” Of course,
many have been quick to point out that most of these scien-
tists, including Kammerer himself, presented important differ-
ences with Lamarck (Gliboff, 2006; Svardal, 2010; Burkhardt,
2013). This is hardly surprising, considering that Lamarck be-
longed to a past generation, when science altogether was a more
metaphysical enterprise. And yet, their sympathy for Lamarck
contrasts with the attitudes that ensued thereafter, where any
effort to create distance from Lamarck was greatly rewarded.
We may justly wonder how our scientific culture became so in-
doctrinated against anything reminiscing the man that paved
the way for Darwin’s descent with modification, and coined the
very term “biology.”

During the mid-20th century, evolutionary science underwent
what has been described as a “dogmatic hardening,” focusing ex-
cessively on natural selection (Gould, 2002). This period proba-
bly marked the peak of anti-Lamarckism. Certainly, several com-
plex causes explain this turn, and it seems unlikely that Paul
Kammerer alone could have changed the outcome. Even so, the
incident may have played a more significant role than has been
admitted so far. Kammerer was, after all, the most visible Lamar-
ckian of the time. His research was often highlighted in the New
York Times, who even described him in 1923 as being “hailed as a
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second Darwin” (Koestler, ’71). The case of fraud, whether true or
not, may have done much to forward the rejection of anything
Lamarckian. If Kammerer’s experiments had been accepted as
authentic, we can rightfully wonder whether important facts of
epigenetics could have made an earlier entrance to mainstream
science. It has long been argued that social and cultural factors
can condition the progress of science. An example is the slow-
ness with which scientists came to agree upon the basic facts
of syphilis disease (Fleck, ’35). The scientific progress of mod-
ern epigenetics may ultimately disclose the truth on the case of
the midwife toad. However, the embarrassing fact remains that
mainstream science spent more than half a century doubting the
reality of any special mechanisms by which inheritance could be
directly modified by the environment.

Even today, we may still need closure regarding Kammerer.
One could believe the incident happened so long ago that no
one would any longer care, but Kammerer continues to draw un-
usual criticism. For instance, his retouching and colorization of
photographs has been taken out of context to portray Kammerer
as “the father of photographic image manipulation” (Weissman,
2010). In fairness, this practice was common at the time, when
high-quality photographs were hard to achieve. It was prop-
erly disclosed by Kammerer and, much like scientific drawings
(which continue to be used today), everybody understood that
some faith had to be placed in their correspondence with ac-
tual specimens. The fact that even some of Kammerer’s contem-
poraries demanded better, unretouched photographs reveals the
unusual suspicion and criticism placed on Kammerer, rarely af-
forded to other scientists of the time (Gliboff, 2006). Charac-
terizations of Kammerer’s documentation as “sloppy” (Svardal,
2010) also strike us as unfair for a time in which basic modern
tools (such as statistics or photography) were still in the mak-
ing. The descriptions of modified organisms, which have been
argued to be “vague” (Gliboff, 2006), are in our opinion satis-
factory, providing explicit details and drawings, with special ref-
erence to any variation in experimental animals (morphological,
behavioral, and larval). Despite claims to the contrary, the design
and execution of the experiments were far from being faulty or
ambiguous. They show a keen following of logical implications
and great resourcefulness in addressing many variables.

Our impression is that Kammerer was a highly intelligent and
very dedicated scientist and that most criticism has been facile
and disproportionate. Indeed, one of the clearest achievements
in Koestler’s anecdote-rich book was to document many unfair
attacks flung against Kammerer. Scholars would therefore do
well in taking this negative bias into account. In retrospect, the
Kammerer episode may be attributed in no small degree to the
unfortunate custom of attacking the individual, rather than dis-
cussing facts and ideas. Throughout the years, and even today,
Kammerer has been called out for having strange beliefs, eu-
genics, scientifically wrong views, even womanizing, and “am-
ateur musicianship” (Weissman, 2010). We find that Kammerer’s

compositions are beautiful (readers may listen to “Paul
Kammerer Songs” in the “Darwin Nach Noten” CD released in
2009), but his quality as a composer is quite beyond the point.
We do not intend to prove that Kammerer was an infallible or
exemplary human being: we only wish to establish whether his
experiments could have been authentic. It would be easy to as-
semble a long list of eminent researchers from the 20th century
with questionable beliefs and behaviors, but their scientific con-
tributions cannot be placed in question on this basis. Editors of
scientific journals often demand that authors maintain an im-
personal discussion of facts and ideas, but even today, articles
on Kammerer can take the lowbrow form of cultural warfare, fo-
cused on discrediting perceived “enemies” and their motivations,
rather than discussing the experiments and their feasibility.
In summary, a near century of bad publicity and anecdotes

have been unable to close the case surrounding Kammerer’s mid-
wife toad experiments. Compared to most previous debate, mod-
ern epigenetics offers a refreshingly scientific approach. Histori-
ans interested in discussing the authenticity of the experiments
may have to move out of their comfort zone and become updated
on the continued advances of epigenetics. In any case, an end to
the controversy can only come from renewed experimentation
on the midwife toad. It is safe to say that Kammerer’s fate now
lies fully in the lap of epigenetics. Only researchers in this field
can perform these conclusive experiments and decide whether
Kammerer deserves a reappraisal.
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